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Species: CANINE
Breed: GORDON SETTER
Sex: M Age: 3Y6M
Animal ID: GLAVARIS DV ZTORM
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Cerebellar degeneration is a hereditary disease that is recognized in
several different breeds of dog. We have identified a mutation that is
highly associated with the disease in old english sheepdogs and gordon
setters. The disease is autosomal recessive and so dogs have to inherit
two copies of the mutated gene to show signs of the disease. If they
have two copies the likelihood of them developing signs is extremely
high, but please keep in mind that we are continually learning about this
disease, and our understanding of the risk associated with the mutation
may change as we get more data.
Currently our interpretation of the test is:
Negative results: this dog does not have the mutation
Heterozygous results: this dog has one copy of the mutated gene. It will
not develop signs of the disease but is a carrier of the mutant gene and
can pass it on to offspring. If bred with another carrier there is a 25%
risk of producing afffected dogs, and a 50% risk of producing carriers of
the disease.
Positive results:
Dogs that are positive for the test have two copies of the mutated gene
and are at extremely high risk of developing signs of the disease. If
bred, they will pass on the mutation to all of their offspring. If bred to a
carrier there is a 50% risk of producing affected dogs and 50% risk of
producing carriers. If bred to another affected dog, all of the offspring
will be affected.
Importantly, breeding decisions should be made carefully. Removal of a
significant number of dogs from the breeding population could be very
bad for the old english sheepdog breed. Remember that dogs that carry
this mutation also carry other important good genes that we do not
want to lose from the breed.

